Basic Idea
• Estimand is unconditional average causal treatment effect for a randomized clinical trial, with a univariate outcome variable • There may be important covariates that predict outcome • The covariates will be balanced by randomization • The method will be semiparametric and asymptotic, the estimator will be asymptotically unbiased for the average causal treatment effect and will be asymptotically normal.
• The method will be optimal over all similar estimators 
• Note: implies the average over the respective value of z, over the all the data • Raw Difference:
• Estimate = difference between raw and second term= + ℎ ( ) − ℎ ( ) • Has lower variance because has a lower variance then because it as a larger sample size. Adjusts the comparison to the population X rather than X in each group. Conjecture: Yields an unbiased estimator, if X is not independent of Z
Estimation Strategy
• Divide the data into the two treatment groups • In each treatment group find the best estimate of E(Y|X) using any method you like. It does not have to be preplanned • Note that the method used on treatment group 1 will be used on treatment group 0, so overfitting could be a problem, this suggests methods that avoid overfitting, regression with prespecified covariates, LASSO, CART, Random Forests • Predict using both methods on all the data, to create ℎ ( ) and ℎ ( ) Simple Example
Simple Example-that turns out to be complicated • rx=lapply(c(1,0),FUN=function(x) dat[,z]==x) #treatment predicate
• n=sapply(rx,function(x) sum(x,na.rm=TRUE)) #sample sizes
• newEstimate=convEstimate-(sum(correction))
• C=(nn-8)/(nn-4)
• yy=sapply(rx,FUN=function(rx) mean(dat [rx,y] ,na.rm=TRUE))
• return(c(convEstimate=convEstimate,stderr=stderrConvEstimate,
• newEstimate=newEstimate,stderr=sqrt(vbeta),
• pConv=pchisq( (convEstimate/stderrConvEstimate)^2,1,lower.tail=FALSE),
• pNew=pchisq(newEstimate^2/vbeta,1,lower.tail=FALSE)))
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